Entertainment Fantastic stage set plays a
crucial role in SCVT’s ‘Willy Wonka’
musical
Family-friendly play performances begin June 23
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Maya King, left, and Tegan Leong, work on the set for the upcoming shows of “Willy Wonka.”
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Maya King got herself stuck in a corner three times this month. Rolling violet-colored paint for
the upcoming South Valley Civic Theatre show “Willy Wonka,” the girl became so engaged in
the set-building that she forgot to leave herself an exit path where she didn’t have to step on a
wet stage floor.
“I’ve learned not to paint myself into a corner,” she said with a laugh. “I’ve done that a few
times. I really like painting the floor.”
She showed her sneakers. The spots of violet paint on the bottom serve as a lesson to choose her
footwear more carefully next time she works on the set. A St. Mary School student going into
seventh grade this fall, King plays the role of “Charlie Bucket” in the beloved classic story about
five children who take a tour of a chocolate factory owned by a mischievous man.
“I play Charlie as sort of as a depressed, poor person, but at the same time he’s positive,” she
said.
The stage set the SVCT volunteers are building plays an important role in telling the story, and
King enjoys helping out with its construction.

“I like knowing that I contributed,” she said. “I also like coming here on the weekends because
usually I don’t have anything to do. It’s cool to be at the theater. It’s fun painting.”
The set has several pieces that are favorites for King. The gumball machine that produces the
sweets that turns Violet Beauregarde, a gum-chewing American girl, into a giant blueberry is one
of them. And the colorfully designed Candy Man Cart where Charlie purchases the chocolate bar
with a winning golden ticket to get him entry into the factory is another set piece that strikes her
fancy.
The spectacle of the set — along with colorful lighting and theatrical effects — makes it a good
show for families. The story’s message of perseverance and treating other people nicely is also
inspiring, King said.
“It sort of shows kids to always think on the bright side and not be depressed because of how you
are in life,” she said. “It’s not boring at all because it’s a very fast-paced show.”
Jason Leong worked with producer Robin Bezanson and Carol Harris in creating the ingenious
“Willy Wonka” set.
“This has been an evolving design, as these things usually are, and that’s really cool because you
can always get the best of what’s possible,” he said.
Giving a tour of the set, he showed off various components still being built. A canvas pulled over
a frame will serve as boat for the children and their parents to be taken by Wonka on a wild ride
down a chocolate river. A set piece being painted by Harris will serve as the backdrop for the
various news interviews the five golden ticket-winning children give in the musical play.
“With each interview, you flip the stage and it’s another backdrop, as if they have moved to the
next location,” he said. “It makes it easy for us to change scenes and not have to move a lot of
things at once. It’s an efficient way to move the story along.”
Jason Harris plays the title role of Willy Wonka. The look of the set helps create the fairy talelike world of the story, he said. There’s a contrast between the bleakness of Bucket’s shack with
the color and motion of Willy Wonka factory. He sees the play as a morality tale with a comic
twist, with Willy Wonka serving as a “puppet-master” manipulating the families who win the
tour of his chocolate factory.
“Willy Wonka is not really a paragon of morality. It’s obviously a set-up, which is a bit
persevere in itself. He’s invited five children to come to his factory. He knows from the start he’s
going to eliminate four of them because they’re brats,” he said. “So why does he do it? Why does
he go to all this trouble to victimize all the children? He’s sadistic.”
As producer, Bezanson encourages families to enjoy the play, especially if they want to
introduce their children to the imaginative world of theater.
“It’s a very colorful and exciting show for kids. It’ll keep parents laughing because there are a lot
of jokes that are funny for adults more so than children,” she said. “The fast pace of it will make
it a very enjoyable show. And it has a good message. It’s a message of do right and be right and
you’ll get rewards in the end. And Charlie gets a big reward at the end for being good and being
honest.”
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STAGE MAGIC Janelle Cummings painting lollipops for the chocolate smelting room in South
Valley Civic Theater’s production of Willy Wonka, opening June 23, 2017. Photo: Jason Leong
It’s hard to imagine a more perfect show for community theater groups than Roald Dahl’s Willy
Wonka, with a cast that can be expanded to accommodate any number of aspiring and
experienced actors, and of all ages from little kids to grandparents.
And imagination is the key word for a show that lets the cast, production crew and audience
members of any age let their creative imaginations run free.
“The whole idea of our set is very imaginative, and of course the music adds to that,” said Carol
Harris, who is directing the musical for South Valley Civic Theatre. At a rehearsal 10 days
before the June 23 opening night, the cast was still in street clothes, the set was still under
construction, and only lights dancing across the curtain and stage hinted at something magical in
the works.
The story, based on Dahl’s 1964 children’s book, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, follows
young Charlie Bucket, who is among five winners of a tour of Willy Wonka’s magnificent

chocolate factory. Earlier film and stage versions have starred Johnny Depp and Gene Wilder in
the role of the chocolate magnate.
“We approached, in a way, of going off the book idea,” said producer Robin Bezanson. “Roald
Dahl was an author; he traded in written words. One of our set pieces mimics the book in a lot of
ways, more of a tribute to him.”
Trap doors, special effects and a huge painted backdrop to represent the chocolate factory are all
part of the show’s imaginary verisimilitude, said Harris. Bubbles are painted on the backdrop
using paint that shows only under black light.
“It’s all very colorful and imaginative,” she said.
Bezanson said it was limitations only of the space itself, time and money that curtailed her
creative team.
“Our brainstorming sessions for our production team were always, ‘we could do this, we could
do that,’” she said. “When you get a show with so many options and color, it’s so off the wall
that anything goes.”
Bezanson said she wanted the production to focus on the humor of the original story. “We
wanted it to be an endearing, loving kind of Wonka.”
SVCT found that in Jason Harris, who stars at Wonka opposite 11-year-old Maya King as
Charlie.
“He’s pulled it off really well,” said Bezanson. “He takes a scene and puts a twist of his own on
it. He has a knack of doing that.”
“There’s a lot of humor in the show that adults will relate to,” she said. “We’ve seen the show
thousands of times, it seems like, and it’s still funny. That’s a good sign if your production team
is still laughing during rehearsals.”
The show’s run includes a July 15 matinee that is “sensory/young child friendly.”

‘Roald Dahl’s Willy Wonka’ June 23-July 15 at South Valley Civic Theatre, 17090 Monterey
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